SR properties follow from bunch emittances & bunch length Storage Rings Limit Experiments
• All existing hard x-ray SR facilities use storage rings to produce x-rays.
• An unavoidable consequence of storage is that the electron bunches are degraded, limiting the brilliance, coherence, pulse length, size, and time structure of the x-ray beams.
• Storage rings technology is well-developed.
Advantages:
• Injector determines emittances, pulse length, current.
• Complete flexibility of pulse timing & structure.
• Small source size ideal for nanoprobes The first two-cell niobium cavity for the ERL injector 
X-ray Technical Challenges
• Short period, short gap, long undulators w/ phased segments.
• X-ray windows that preserve coherence.
• X-ray BPMs that work on a submicron scale.
• Monochromators that don't distort under a high-heat load.
• X-ray optics to make nm diameter hard x-ray beams.
• Mirrors with extraordinarily small slope error & roughness.
• X-ray area detectors with nsec readout time.
In some cases, 3 rd generation quality instrumentation is sufficient.
In other cases, important specs have to be improved to fully use an ERL quality beam.
Molecular Imaging Molecular Imaging
• Molecular imaging requires much higher lateral resolution => limit on optics
• Coherent diffraction imaging is similar to crystallography, but for noncrystalline materials
• • Microfabricated laminar flow cells access microsecond equilibration mixing times.
• Data acquisition entirely limited by source brilliance. The ERL will extend time scales from present milliseconds to microseconds.
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